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Context in the UK
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% A great deal

% A fair amount

% Just a little

% Heard of,

know nothing

about

% Never heard

of

Some awareness of health data usage, but little depth of understanding

Source:  Ipsos MORI/Wellcome Trust

Base: 2,017 GB adults, aged 16+

How much, if anything, would you say you know about how the following organisations 

use health data for these purposes?*

33% 21%

16% 58%

*See appendices for full question wording

56%18%

I knew nothing about this until 
today.  At first I was concerned, but 
now I’ve heard more I’m reassured.  

It’s important that data is used in 
this way by the NHS.



www.understandingpatientdata.org.uk

http://www.understandingpatientdata.org.uk/




Aims of Understanding Patient Data

• To support discussions with public, patients and 
clinicians about uses of health data by:
– providing objective evidence about benefits, risks and 

safeguards

– helping people make informed decisions

– developing advocates who can champion responsible use of 
data

– working with the media to present a more even-handed 
portrayal 

– bringing together a range of existing initiatives

– examining emerging issues from new data-driven 
technologies

– providing analysis about public attitudes
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Work streams

Resources and tools

• Case studies
• Risks 
• Safeguards
• FAQs
• Myth-busters
• Mapping data flows

Developing advocates

• Clinicians/HCPs
• Patients
• Public
• Researchers
• Policy makers
• Media

Horizon scanning

• New digital 
technologies

• Linking data 
across sectors

• Balancing privacy and 
public benefit

Social attitudes / public engagement
Policy and governance to build public confidence





“Toolkit”: what people want to know

1. Why it is important to use patient data?
2. What happens to your data (and who sees 

it)?
3. What are the risks?
4. What are the safeguards?
5. Is the data identifiable? 
6. What’s allowed?
7. What’s not allowed?
8. Why do companies need access to data?
9. What choices do you have?
10. How can you find out more?



The language problem



Our first project question and focus
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What is the best vocabulary to use to 
talk about the use of data for care, 

treatment and research?



Talking about uses of data

“Primary” uses

“Secondary” uses

Individual care

Improving health, 
care and services 
through research 

and planning



Spectrum of identifiability



What’s on the horizon for patient data?

• New and emerging digital technologies

• Linking patient data with different sources

– Is patient data different?

• Balancing individual interests and public benefit

What do we need to do now to ensure patients, clinicians and 
the public can have confidence in responsible use of data to 

improve health and care?



Thank you

hello@understandingpatientdata.org.uk

@Patient_Data
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